
TOPIC 1 
 
Financial Management Decisions 

• Investment; that is, what investments should we undertake? 
• Financing; that is, how will these investment be financed? 
• Working capital management; that is, does the firm have sufficient resources on hand to continue day-to-

day operations and meet day-to-day obligations? 
 
 
Financial Management 
The goal of financial management is to maximise the wealth of the firm’s owners 
 
 
Corporate Management 

• The board of directors, elected by shareholders, sets rules and policy, hires top management team and 
monitors performance. Led by the Chairman.  

• Top management team implements policy and runs day-to-day operations. Led by the Chief Executive 
Officer (CEO) or managing director.  

• The financial function, led by the Chief Financial Officer (CFO), is split into 2 sections in large companies: 
o Accounting and tax, led by Controller or Chief Accountant 
o Financial activities (related to the 3 decision areas noted earlier), led by the Treasurer. 

 
 
The Agency Problem 

• The possibility of conflicts of interest between shareholders and management. 
• Whether managers act in shareholders’ interests depends on: 

1. How closely management goals are aligned with shareholder goals 
2. The ease with which management can be replaced if it does not act in shareholders’ best interests. 

• Conflicts of interest are limited by: 
o Appropriate management compensation schemes 
o Monitoring of management 
o The threat of takeover 
o Regulatory oversight e.g. The Australian Securities and investments commission (ASIC) 

 
 
Financial Assets 

• In financial markets, financial assets, rather than real assets, are exchanged.  
• A real asset is tangible like a building or a machine. 
• Financial assets are not tangible. They are legal documents that give the holder some claim on cash flows 

in the future.  
• E.g. if you have a savings account with a bank, you have a financial asset. The savings account is an 

agreement between you and the bank that in return for holding money in the account you will be entitled to 
receive interest. 

• If a financial asset can be traded among investors, we call it a ‘security’.  
• A savings account is a financial asset but not a security because your savings account cannot be traded 

with other investors.  
• A share (or ‘stock’) in a company is a security because it can be sold to other investors.  
• When a security is related to debt then we sometimes call it a financial instrument. 
• Financial assets often have a finite term or maturity. This is the length of time that holders have a claim on 

cash flows.  
• By convention, ‘short-term’ means 12 months or less, whereas ‘long-term’ refers to anything more than 12 

months.  
• Shares are an example of a financial asset that has an indefinite term; that is, they have no specified 

maturity date. 
 
 
Financial Markets 

• Financial markets bring together buyers and sellers of financial assets. They can be classified in several 
ways: 

1. By trading in new or existing financial assets 
A primary market is where securities for new lending and borrowing are traded initially. Subsequent 
buying and selling of these securities then takes place on the secondary market. 

2. By the term of the financial asset being traded 



Money markets involve the trading of short-term financial instruments (marketable securities). Capital 
markets involve the trading of long-term financial securities. 

3. By the type of financial asset being traded 
E.g. stock markets, bond markets, foreign exchange markets.  

 
 
Financial Intermediaries 

§ Assist the transfer of funds between lenders and borrowers. 
§ Financial intermediaries include:  

§ Commercial banks 
§ Non-bank authorised deposit-taking institutions (e.g. building societies and credit unions) 
§ Investment banks  
§ Insurance companies 
§ Superannuation funds 
§ Investment companies (e.g. mutual funds, exchange-traded funds, hedge funds) 
§ Private equity firms (e.g. venture capitalists and leveraged buyout funds).  

 
 
Share Basics 

§ Shares of listed public companies trade on one or more stock markets. This provides greater liquidity for 
shareholders. 

§ A company’s market capitalisation is the number of shares on issue x the share price.   
§ Bid price: Price at which a buyer is willing to buy a security 
§ Ask price: Price at which a seller is willing to sell a security 
§ Ask prices > bid prices. The difference is the bid-ask spread. Investors buy at the ask and sell at the bid. 
§ Transaction costs must be paid in order to trade and include the bid-ask spread, brokerage fees and taxes. 

 
 
 
THE 3 TYPES OF FIRMS 
 

§ Sole Traders 
A sole trader is a business owned and run by one person. Sole traders are the simplest business 
structure and consist of an individual trading on their own. That person controls and manages the 
business. Although they do not account for much sales revenue in the economy, they are the most 
common type of firm in the world. We now consider the key features of a sole trader: 
1. Sole traders have the advantage of being straightforward to set up. Consequently, many new 

businesses use this organisational form. 
2. The principal limitation of a sole trader is that there is no separation between the firm and the 

owner—the firm can have only one owner who runs the business. If there are other investors, 
they cannot hold an ownership stake in the firm. 

3. The owner has unlimited personal liability for any of the firm’s debts. That is, if the firm defaults 
on any debt payment, the lender can (and will) require the owner to repay the loan from 
personal assets. An owner who cannot afford to repay a loan for which he or she is personally 
liable must declare personal bankruptcy. 

4. The life of a sole trader is limited to the life of the owner. It is also difficult to transfer ownership 
of a sole proprietorship. 

5. For most growing businesses, the disadvantages of being a sole trader outweigh the 
advantages. As soon as the firm reaches the point at which it can borrow without the owner 
agreeing to be personally liable, the owners typically convert the business into another form. 
Conversion also has other benefits that we will consider as we discuss the other forms below. 

 
§ Partnerships 

A partnership is a business owned and run by more than one owner. Key features include the 
following: 
1. All the partners are liable for the firm’s debt. That is, a lender can require any partner to repay 

all the firm’s outstanding debts. 
2. The partnership ends in the event of the death or withdrawal of any single partner.  
3. Partners can avoid liquidation if the partnership agreement provides for alternatives such as a 

buyout of a deceased or withdrawn partner. 
 

Some old and established businesses remain as partnerships or sole traders. Often these firms 
are the types of businesses in which the owners’ personal reputations are the basis for the 
businesses. For example, law firms, medical practices and accounting firms are frequently 
organised as partnerships. For such enterprises, the partners’ personal liability increases the 



confidence of the firm’s clients that the partners will strive to maintain the firm’s reputation. 
 
A limited partnership is a partnership with two kinds of owners, general partners and limited 
partners. In this case, the general partners have the same rights and privileges as partners in any 
general partnership—they are personally liable for the firm’s debt obligations. Limited partners, 
however, have limited liability—that is, their liability is limited to their investment. Their private 
property cannot be seized to pay off the firm’s outstanding debts. Furthermore, the death or 
withdrawal of a limited partner does not dissolve the partnership, and a limited partner’s interest is 
transferable. However, a limited partner has no management authority and cannot legally be 
involved in the managerial decision making for the business. 
 

§ Corporations 
A corporation is a legally defined, artificial being (a legal entity), separate from its owners. As such, 
it has many of the legal powers that people have. It can enter into contracts, acquire assets in its 
own name, sue and be sued, and incur obligations directly without recourse to owners. Because a 
corporation is a legal entity separate and distinct from its owners, it is solely responsible for its own 
obligations. Consequently, the owners of a corporation (or its employees, customers, etc.) are not 
liable for any obligations the corporation enters into. Similarly, the corporation is not liable for any 
personal obligations of its owners. 
 
In Australia, the two most popular types of corporations are ‘private’ companies and ‘public’ 
companies. Private companies have restrictions on the number of non-employee shareholders (a 
maximum of 50), and are not required to appoint an auditor. 
 
Formation of a corporation.  
A corporation must be legally formed, which means that the country in which it is incorporated 
must formally give its consent to the incorporation by chartering it. Setting up a corporation is more 
costly than setting up as a sole trader, but the cost is not prohibitive.  
 
Ownership of a corporation. 
While there are limits on the number of shareholders in a private company, there is no limit on the 
number of owners a public company can have. Because most corporations have many owners, 
each owner owns only a fraction of the corporation. The entire ownership stake of a corporation is 
divided into shares. The collection of all the outstanding shares of a corporation is known as its 
equity. An owner of a share in the corporation is known as a shareholder. Shareholders may be 
entitled to dividend payments; that is, payments made at the discretion of the corporation to its 
equity holders. Shareholders usually receive a share of the dividend payments that is proportional 
to the number of shares they own. 

 
 
Characteristics of the different types of firms 

 Number of owners Liability for 
firm’s debts 

Owners manage 
the firm 

Ownership change 
dissolves firm Taxation 

Sole trader One Yes Yes Yes Personal 
Partnership Two to 20 (generally, 

but with higher 
maximum numbers for 
some partnerships) 

Yes; each 
partner is liable 
for the entire 
amount 

Yes Yes Personal 

Limited 
partnership 

At least one general 
partner (GP), no limit 
on limited partners 
(LP) 

GP: Yes  
LP: No 

GP: Yes  
LP: No 

GP: Yes  
LP: No 

Personal 

Corporation Unlimited No No No Company 
 
 
 
Financial Markets 
A financial market may have a physical location, such as a futures or stock exchange trading floor, or it may be a 
network of participants connected via telephones and computer screens, such as the Australian Securities 
Exchange (ASX) in which shares are electronically traded. There are several ways to group or classify financial 
markets: 
 

1. By trading in new or existing financial assets 
A primary market is where the securities for new lending and borrowing are traded initially, such as a new 
bond tender by the Reserve Bank (Australia’s central bank). Subsequent buying and selling of these 



securities then takes place on the secondary market, such as the money market.  
 

2. By the term of the financial asset being traded 
The money market is the market in which short-term financial instruments (marketable securities) are 
traded. The money market is not a physical market but instead involves transactions conducted over the 
phone or electronically. An example is commercial paper issued by large, financially strong companies.  

 
The capital market is the market in which long-term financial securities are traded. ‘Capital’ is a term used 
in finance to refer to acquiring funds for a long period of time. Examples include shares and bonds. 
 

3. By the type of financial asset being traded 
There are markets in many different financial assets; for example, stock markets, bond markets, foreign 
exchange markets, futures markets and options markets. Financial markets bring together buyers and 
sellers of financial assets. The buyers in this context are called Lenders or Investors. They have excess 
cash (savings) that they want to invest to make extra income (called a ‘return’). The sellers in the context of 
financial markets are called borrowers. They need money for some investment or purchase. For example, 
a company may need funds to invest in a new product development project or the acquisition of another 
company.  
 

 
 
 
 
Financial institutes and their roles in the financial cycle 

Institution Source of money Use of money 
Bank and credit unions 
Examples: Westpac, Credit Union SA 

Deposits (savings) Loan to people and businesses 

Insurance companies 
Examples: Suncorp, Insurance Australia 
Group 

Premiums and investment 
earnings 

Invest mostly in bonds and some 
shares, using the investment income to 
pay claims 

Mutual funds 
Examples: AMP, AXA Australia 

People’s investments 
(savings) 

Buy shares, bonds and other financial 
instruments on behalf of their investors 

Superannuation funds 
Examples: UniSuper, REST 

Retirement savings 
contributed through the 
workplace 

Similar to mutual funds, except with the 
purpose of providing retirement income 
 

Hedge funds  
Examples: Platinum Asset 
Management, K2 Asset Management 

Investment by wealthy 
individuals and endowments 
 

Invest in any kind of investment in an 
attempt to maximise returns 
 

Venture capital funds 
Examples: Kliener Perkins, Sequoia 
Capital 

Investment by wealthy 
individuals and endowments 

Invest in start-up, entrepreneurial firms 

Private equity funds 
Examples: CVC Private Equity, KKR 

Investment by wealthy 
individuals and endowments 

Purchase whole companies by using a 
small amount of equity and borrowing 
the rest 

 
 
 
Sole trader 
A business owned and run by one person. 
 
Partnership 
A business owned and run by more than one owner. 
 
Limited partnership 
A partnership with two kinds of owners, general partners and limited partners. 
 
Limited liability 
When an investor’s liability is limited to his or her investment. 
 
Corporation 
A legally defined, artificial being, separate from its owners. 
 
Shares 
The ownership or equity of a corporation divided into shares. 



 
 
Equity 
The collection of all the outstanding shares of a corporation. 
 
Shareholder 
An owner of a share of the equity in a corporation. 
 
Dividend payments  
Payments made at the discretion of the corporation to its equity holders. 
 
Agency Problem 
When managers, despite being hired as the agents of shareholders, put their own self-interest ahead of the interet 
of those shareholders 
 
Hostile takeover 
A situation in which an individual or organisation, sometimes referred to as a corporate raider, purchases a large 
fraction of a target corporation’s shares and in doing so gets enough votes to replace the target’s board of directors 
and its CEO. 
  
Board of directors 
A group of people elected by shareholders who have the ultimate decision-making authority in the corporation. 
 
Chief executive officer (CEO)  
The person charged with running the corporation by instituting the rules and policies set 
by the board of directors. 
 
Stock market or stock exchange or bourse  
Organised market on which the shares of many corporations are traded. 
 
Liquid 
Describes an investment that can easily be turned into cash because it can be sold immediately at a competitive 
market price. 
 
Primary market 
When a corporation issues new shares and sells them to investors. 
 
Secondary market 
Markets, such as the ASX or NYSE, where shares of a corporation are traded between investors without the 
involvement of the corporation. 
 
Bid–ask spread 
The amount by which the ask price exceeds the bid price. 
 
Transaction cost 
In most markets, an expense such as a broker’s commission and the bid–ask spread investors must pay in order to 
trade securities. 
 
Financial institutions  
Entities that provide financial services, such as taking deposits, managing investments, brokering financial 
transactions, or making loans. 
 
  



TOPIC 2 
 
 
Disclosure of Financial Information 
 

• Transactions undertaken by a firm are recorded in an accounting system and this data is used to 
produce financial statements. 

• Financial statements provide a monetary description of the firm and its past performance. 
• Australian Accounting Standards Board (AASB) provides a common set of rules for financial reporting 

standards. 
• Corporations are required to hire a neutral third party – an auditor – to check the annual financial 

statements, ensure they are prepared according to standards and provide evidence to support that the 
information is reliable. 

 
 
Users and Uses 

• Internal managers: to examine business strengths and weaknesses and provide accountability to 
owners.  

• Investors (current and potential): to assess the company’s performance and prospects for growth. 
• Creditors and suppliers: to determine if a company is in a good liquidity and solvency position. They 

may provide credit if the financial statements indicate the firm has sufficient cash to pay its debts in the 
near future. 

• Government regulatory bodies: to check that the company is meeting regulatory requirements and not 
misleading investors.  

• Financial analysts: to critically analyse a company and make a recommendation to investors. 
 
 
 
The Balance Sheet 

• The balance sheet (statement of financial position) is a financial snapshot of the firm at a given point in 
time. It shows what a firm owns (its ‘assets’), what a firm owes to creditors (its ‘liabilities’) and the 
difference between the two (the firm’s ‘equity’).  

• This can be expressed as the balance sheet identity:  
Assets = Liabilities + Shareholder’s Equity 

 
 
Book value versus market value 

• Asset, liability and equity figures on the accountant’s balance sheet are book values and are not 
necessarily market values - the amount for which they could be sold. 

• Market capitalisation (Topic 1) is the market price per share multiplied by the total number of shares. This 
is the total market value of equity and it can be very different from the book value of equity because: 

o assets and liabilities are often shown at historical cost on the balance sheet  
o not all sources of value are shown on a balance sheet; e.g. potential opportunities for growth, 

quality of the management team, relationships with suppliers and customers etc.  
 
 
Enterprise Value 

• The enterprise value of a firm estimates the value of the whole firm; that is, the total market value of the 
underlying business assets, unencumbered by debt and separate from any cash and marketable securities. 
Enterprise value = Market value of equity + Debt - Cash 

• Using debt from the balance sheet in calculating enterprise value assumes the ‘book’ value of debt is the 
same as market value. This is often a reasonable assumption. But we cannot make this assumption for 
equity.  

 
 
The Income Statement 

• The income statement (also called the profit and loss, or ‘P&L’ statement or statement of financial 
performance) measures the performance of the firm over some period of time, usually a year. The profit 
equation is:  
Revenues – Expenses = Profit 

• The income statement works from the ‘top line’ (revenues from various sources) through deduction of 
various expenses to the ‘bottom line’ profit figure.  

• Terminology can be confusing because it is not always uniform across companies (or textbooks!). It will 
help you to know that the terms ‘profit’, ‘earnings’ and ‘income’ generally mean the same thing.  


